Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Physical swarms, which solve corporative task, are widely used in different branches of human activity, industrial and mobile robotics, concurrent computation, control systems, etc. \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\]. Such systems include number of units, each of which operates accordingly to its own algorithm realized on Von Neumann type controllers. Due to consecutive interpretation of algorithm operators and accidental character of data processed, runtime of controller is a random value, and outcome of program operation is stochastic \[[@CR6]\]. So for proper operation, when solving a corporative task, swarm should be tuned in such a way, that corporative algorithm should be divided on pieces, which are realized on swarm units, and interpretation of algorithm pieces should be carried out in the proper sequence \[[@CR7]\]. Such alignment is called synchronization. For optimal synchronization adequate model of parallel process should be worked out. Below approach to simulation, based on Petri-Markov nets \[[@CR8]\], which from one side permits to evaluate random time intervals characteristics, and from other side take into account interaction of parallel processes, is used. Also for optimal synchronization it is necessary to have criterion, which permits to evaluate effectiveness of corporative algorithm division. Below universal criterion, called distributed forfeit, is proposed, and formulae for effectiveness estimation with use proposed criterion are obtained.

Approaches to simulation of synchronized operation of swarm are currently known insufficiently, that explains necessity and relevance of the investigations in this domain.

Petri-Markov Model of Synchronized Operation {#Sec2}
============================================

Operation of swarm, which includes M units and solves some corporative task, may be described with use Petri-Markov net (PMN) apparatus \[[@CR8]\]. Swarm operation model is as follows (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1.Petri-Markov network describing the synchronous operation of equipment. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Transformation PMN to Complex Semi-Markov Process {#Sec3}
=================================================

With use formulae ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}), ([14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}), ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) obtained, Petri-Markov sublet, circled on the Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} with dashed line, may be replaced with the single state, and so the PMN Π may be replaced with complex semi-Markov process, which describes behavior of the swarm as a whole. Circled with dashed line subset is as follows$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For definition of all possible outcomes, from indexes trios $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ F_{ \ldots } \left( t \right) = \int\limits_{0}^{t} {f_{ \ldots } \left(\uptau \right)d\uptau} $$\end{document}$ if the function of distribution of probabilities.

With taking into account combination of outcomes, weighted and pure time densities of switch from the state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ f_{j,n} \left( t \right) = \frac{{h_{j,n} \left( t \right)}}{{p_{j,n} }}. $$\end{document}$$

After transformation for investigation of swarm behavior investigation and calculation of wandering time intervals all possible methods of semi-Markov process analysis may be used \[[@CR9]--[@CR12]\].

Effectiveness of Synchronization {#Sec4}
================================

One of the important aspects of swarm operation organization is elimination of unproductive units downtime when corporative task is solved. Parameter, which defines effectiveness, may be any, but when investigation of relay-races, distributed forfeit is of widely used. Let us considered competition of *m*-th и *l*-th swarm units, first of which gets the transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \upeta\left( t \right) $$\end{document}$ is the Heaviside function.

Probability of such event, expectation and dispersion of waiting time are as follows$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ D_{{j,m \to l,j\left[ {e,\upkappa\left( n \right)} \right]}} = \int\limits_{0}^{\infty } {\left[ {t - T_{{j,m \to l,j\left[ {e,\upkappa\left( n \right)} \right]}} } \right]^{2} f_{{j,m \to l,j\left[ {e,\upkappa\left( n \right)} \right]}} \left( t \right)dt} . $$\end{document}$$

Every of value ([34](#Equ34){ref-type=""}), ([35](#Equ35){ref-type=""}), ([36](#Equ36){ref-type=""}) may characterized those or that effectiveness aspect, but more universal is the criterion, which is defined as distributed forfeit \[[@CR15]\] $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ C_{{j,m,j\left[ {e,\upkappa\left( n \right)} \right]}} = \sum\limits_{\begin{subarray}{l} l = 1, \\ l \ne m \end{subarray} }^{M} {C_{{j,m \to l,j\left[ {e,\upkappa\left( n \right)} \right]}} } . $$\end{document}$$

Common forfeit sum, which *m*-th swarm unit receives from all other units in the case of further switch into state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ C_{j,m,n} = \sum\limits_{{\upkappa\left( n \right) = 1}}^{{{\rm K}\left( n \right)}} {p_{{j,m,j\left[ {e,\upkappa\left( n \right)} \right]}} \cdot C_{{j,m,j\left[ {e,\upkappa\left( n \right)} \right]}} } . $$\end{document}$$
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                \begin{document}$$ C_{j\left( b \right),m} $$\end{document}$ depends on parameters of ordinary semi-Markov processes ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), and forfeit discipline. Such sum may be used as optimization criterion in the task of producing optimal swarm behavior.

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

Working out the model of swarm synchronized operation opens new page in parallel systems theory because it permits to link real physical parameters of hardware with structure and logics of operation oh corporative algorithm, distributed among swarm units. Algorithm splitting may be done with those or that way, but with use approach proposed, swarm program designer for every mode of splitting may evaluate main characteristics both corporative algorithm as a whole, and parts of it, realized on swarm units.

Further investigation in this area should be directed to working out an algorithm splitting optimization method, based on proposed approach to parallelization modeling and evaluation of effectiveness.
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